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The Pain Survival Guide: How To
Reclaim Your Life (APA Lifetools)

If you suffer from chronic pain, this proven 10-step program brings hope and relief, showing you
how gradual changes in specific behaviors can lead to great improvements in your ability to cope.
Psychologists Turk and Winters' recommendations are based on solid research that shows what
works and on their success with thousands of patients. Unlike the authors of other pain books, they
promise no miracle cures, but they do help you learn not to let your body push you around so life
becomes enjoyable again. and the deceptive ways it fools your body into unconstructive behavior;
Pacing your activity, so you build strength without overdoing or underdoing it; Learning how to
induce deep relaxation so you can begin to enjoy life again; Dealing with disturbed sleep and
chronic fatigue; Improving your relations with family and friends, and soliciting support; Changing
your habitual behaviors in ways that reduce pain; Combating the negative thinking that often
accompanies pain; Regaining your self-confidence and trust in yourself; The power of goal-setting
and humor; Dealing with the inevitable relapses and setbacks once improvement has set in.
Workbook exercises, behavior logs, and suggested readings help you integrate these lessons into
your daily life and learn to live well despite pain.
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I have chronic pain syndrome as a result of a couple of spinal cord injuries. Sometimes it is more
than a bit overwhelming. The hard part is the way the pain is always there. Sometimes it's worse;
sometimes it's tolerable. But, it never stops. What I have found over the years is that if you suffer

from chronic pain doctors are a sorry lot for the most part. If you have a good one, you are truly
blessed. The ones I encountered seem they either don't understand your suffering, don't believe the
degree of your suffering, or just don't care. None seem adept at offering any coping advice beyond
a shrug and anti-depressants. Almost all practice with a greater concern that the DEA is looking
over their shoulder at the pain medicine they prescribe than helping you as their patient. Even pain
specialists I have seen seem to be more hi tech gadget sales people than care givers. Or they are
the worst of the skeptics in believing the patient. It's hard to find anybody who cares or understands
what you're going through. Except you. That's what's so empowering about this book. It makes no
excuses and pulls no punches about the medical profession, friends, family, and the sorry way they
almost all treat pain sufferers. The emphasis here is that YOU have to seize the initiative and guide
yourself down the path of getting some sembelence of a life back. What's contained here is a simple
method to find the parameters you can function in as you explore what you can and can't do. There
are easy to follow tips and guides that help you document your condition as you follow the program.
Not only is this useful for you as a timeline to measure progress, but it provides a solid database to
present to your physcian which may help him/her understand what you are going through.

I am a clinical psychologist working in a multidisciplinary pain treatment clinic. I also have chronic
pain. In my view, as an introductory pain coping resources self-help book, this book wins best of
breed. This book's author, Dennis Turk, PhD., is a leading expert in the subject of chronic pain in
general and what works in pain coping resources in particular.Like other good pain coping self-help
books (e.g., "Managing Your Pain Before It Mangers You" by Margaret Caudill, MD, PhD and
"Hypnotize Yourself Out of Pain Now!", by Bruch Eimer, PhD), it does an effective job of covering
the range of what has been learned on helping chronic pain patients help themselves. Important
areas of pain coping resources are effectively addressed (e.g., effectively adopting the role of your
own pain expert; the extremely important, but frequently overlooked, issue of pacing; the importance
of effective moderation of sympathetic arousal; pain and fatigue; how interpersonal factors can
effect pain and visa-versa; changing thoughts and behaviors; maintaining gains).The book not only
provides understanding and information. It is structured as an effective self-help tool. Although I do
encourage my patients to use this book as part of their treatment with me, I strongly disagree with
the reviewer above (promoting his own book) who suggests that the book is not effective to use "by
yourself" and should include a "user manual." I have found the truth to be quite the contrary. The
user manual is right there. The book is structured into ten lessons that conclude with well-conceived
exercises to effectively introduce and encourage adoption of proven resources. Many of my patients

pick up the book and effectively apply it with little or no assistance from me.
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